
Wuah Co.,Ltd.(Address Kanagawa Japan/CEO Kazuhiro Tanaka) released action game “Chanbara Junkies” 

for iPhone/iPod Touch with Apple App Store on September 24, 2009.

「Chanbara Junkies」 is an exhilarating action game in which you take out enemies with a sword.

■ Game system

The controls are instinctual and simple. 

Just slide your finger on the touch screen in the direction you want to swing your sword.

Anyone can easily enjoy the feeling of cutting down one enemy after another.

There is a boss character waiting at the end of each stage, 

and once the boss character's energy has decreased to a certain level, 

you can slide your finger in the way displayed at the top of the screen 

to perform a finishing move.

■World

「Chanbara Junkies」 is set against a backdrop of a mix of classical

Japanese culture and modern day Japanese culture.

The main character, a gang member named YAMATO, must fight off the police and yakuza who come for 

him.

■Visual

All characters in the game are drawn in the traditional Japanese sumi-e style.

It is a charm that CG is not expressible. 
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Wuah Co.,Ltd.(Address Kanagawa Japan/CEO Kazuhiro Tanaka) released

action game "Chanbara Junkies"

That is an exhilarating action game in which you take out enemies with a sword.

【Title】
「Chanbara・Junkiesa」

【Hardware】
iPhone/iPod Touch

【Price】
¥115($0.99)

【Web site】
http://wuah.jp/chanbara/

【Opening movie】
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rwgpYBKdfa4

【Promotion movie】
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtzXbbUNz6k
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【Company profile】
■Company name Wuah Co.,Ltd. 

■CEO Kazuhiro Tanaka

■Capital  1 million yen 

■Date of Establishment  May 15, 2006 

■Address Kamisoyagi 177-8 Garden fumigaoka 102 Yamato-city Japan 

■URL http://wuah.jp/

■Email info@wuah.jp 

■Principal Business Planning, research and development of iphone game software.
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【Contact】
■Company name Wuah Co.,Ltd. 

■Person in charge Kazuhiro Tanaka

■TEL +81-50-5809-3934

■Email k_tanaka@wuah.jp

※if you review "Chanbara Junkies",Please send iPhone UDID,

I will distribution "Chanbara Junkies" ad hoc version, to you,
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■Screen shot
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